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U6’s
Kingsway Koalas
Kingsway Bears
U8’s
Kingsway Cougars
Kingsway Cubs
Well done all. A well fought game
against the SSC Carramar with us
kicking 2 to their 3. Kian scored 1 goal
each - nice work! Excellent running by
all players. Lots of fighting for the ball!
The best players of the day went to Ben
Betts for stopping a number of goals!!
Thanks parents expecially Stephen for
running lines and the men who helped
pack-up.

Kingsway Lynx
The lynx versed some serious
competition on the weekend in their
game against greyhounds diamonds.
Some great talent in diamonds
showed us a few great shots at goals
saved from Jack as a first time
goalkeeper. Mitchell then scored two
goals for us, including a beautiful dive
in, that put the ball past their goal
keeper. Both goals were scored from
crosses by our fast right wing, Jesse.
Greyhound then equalised, keeping us
on our toes, but Jeffrey managed to
score the goal that gave us a 3-2 win
on the day. It was a great game to
watch, well done to all the players.
Kingsway Raptors

Kingsway Cats
Kingsway Cheetahs
The U8 Cheetahs played well in a tough
3 to 1 loss. The team showed its
improvement from the first week
which they had lost to the same team
by a greater margin. The defensive
effort was good and there were some
nice attempts up forward resulting in a
great goal.
U10’s
Kingsway Bulls
Kingsway Condors

Kingsway Wolves
U12’s
Kingsway Lions
We had a good game against a well
polished Kingsway Hornets team. Nate
was our captain leading by example
and scored a well worked goal of a
pass from Andre. The Lions with
sustained pressure scored two more
goals by Ben and Jacob. The Lions was
impressive with good interplay and
passing. The back-line starting with AJ,
Ana, Jacob and Danilo did well
defending various onslaughts by the
Hornets. In midfield Kaden, Josiah and
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Nate ensured good link-up between
David, Ben and Andre in the front.
When Nkundezhi, Oscar and William
came on they contributed valuable
touches for the team. Well done team,
I am very proud!
Kingsway Wasps
Kingsway Jaguars
By Dylan.
The excitement was evident as we
went into our fourth match for this
season. Kingsway had the kick-off.
Kyle passed to Brody who booted it up
to Daniel. He carried it down the wing
& on to Gabriel …a shot.. the crowd
holds its breath... but unfortunately,
no luck this time. Sayan dribbles
through several defenders, Zachary
makes very good moves while
Emmanuel is looking strong in
defence. Luke puts in a few good kicks
before Emmanuel – rock solid in
defence - clears it. Eli is putting the
Greyhounds under pressure. Brody
clears the ball to Gabriel, but it goes
out. Kyle is holding his position and
has a great shot at goal, so close! The
team plays well together but the
Greyhound defence is strong. One fast
Greyhounds player sprints down the
wing and takes a great shot at goal but
Kia does a magnificent save. Brody
clears it to Daniel; Aiden holds his
position well as he’s put under
pressure by the Greyhounds. Eli makes
a good throw-in and Kingsway defence
holds on strong. Ben and Josh sub on.

It is a tight battle between these two
teams! Kyle escapes up the wing, but
the defence are strong. Gabriel
dribbles and passes to Daniel who
plays very well. Zac does an amazing
shot that the keeper only just gets his
hands to. The Greyhounds do a
handball and it is a direct penalty for
us. Brody takes it and scores!!! The
crowd goes wild! Ben takes the ball off
the Greyhounds and passes it up.
Greyhounds throw, Aiden gets it and
passes it to Kyle who is dribbling like a
pro through the defence. Josh is
hanging back, looking strong.
Emmanuel clears it to halfway.
Interception by Zac, to Eli. Gabriel
shoots! Almost! Josh puts in a good
kick to Ben who has great ball
handling skills. Corner for the
Greyhounds but Josh kicks it out of the
danger zone, what a good play. Sayan
and Luke come on. Good positional
play by the Jaguars as Sayan Passes to
Gabriel who scores! A great goal. Ben
is lighting fast running down the wing,
passes it to Daniel who takes a crisp
shot and scores! 3-0 to the Jaguars
and it’s halftime. Coach talks tactics
with the team as they devour their
oranges. The second half starts off
well for us, Zachary and Kia are
champions at dribbling the ball up. Eli
is goalkeeper this half. Great throw by
Kyle, passed down the line to Ben.
Luke clears it down to Gabriel who
scores! Awesome interception by Kia,
Direct free kick for Kingsway. Brody,
sorry, Gabriel shoots, bad luck. Brody
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does a great throw, a cool kick by
Aiden. Nice block by Emmanuel, Kia
clears it. A defensive struggle as
Greyhounds try to score, wonderful
score by a talented player in
Greyhounds. It’s 4-1 and Kingsway
come under pressure again but a
brilliant block by Ben followed by an
accurate pass to Brody gets us out of
trouble. Then Daniel chips it into the
net & Kingsway celebrate, it’s 5-1. Kia
boots the ball down the field and then
Gabriel scores almost instantaneously.
A hattrick! That is his third hattrick in a
row! A hattrick of hattricks! 6-1 to us.
Ben chases the ball down and then
clears it up. Great play by Daniel, then
Kyle, then Ben. Zac does a good throw
before a cool set play between Daniel
and Kyle. Strong defence by
Emmanuel. Awesome set up by Ben,
he booted the ball nearly half the
length of the field, straight to Daniels
feet. He dribbles a bit before curving it
perfectly into the goal! A hattrick for
Daniel as well! Strange play by Aiden
but it worked. The Greyhounds almost
score but Emmanuel’s defence is
flawless. Game over. 7-1 two hattricks
by Daniel and Gabriel and a penalty
shot by Brody. Well Done Kingsway
Jaguars. A huge thanks to our coach! 4
games, 4 wins!

quick goals in the 5th and 7th minute
were damaging. Everyone played
three quarters of a match, but it
seemed that in the new pairings of
players the Hornets struggled to find a
rhythm. There were opportunities to
score but shots were not on target.
Libby had an energetic game, hassling
players and pushing hard 100% of the
time. Max had another useful game in
defence where he tackled strongly and
made very sure of his clearances. The
early deficit surprisingly proved too
much for the Hornets to pull back, and
we went down 1-3. Let’s keep talking,
Hornets, and see how we can improve
to bring out our best.
Coach Paul
U13’s
Kingsway Pumas
The pumas defeated Perth strikers 32
in a well fought game.
Dominic Marcucilli upfront played very
well Tobin Eddisson and Noah Carter
stand outs on the wings. The entire
backline and goalkeeper Proved too
much for them.
The entire team played an outstanding
game led by Waze Parsons who is
captain for the day

Kingsway Hornets
The Hornets and Lions had a close
contest. New field placings had
strengthened our defence, but two
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U14’s
Kingsway Eagles
We had a close game last Saturday,
losing 3-2 to Perth Strikers. It was a well
fought out game and a great effort by
all the boys. Great job by Chris in the
defence and Sam and Nick up front.
U16’s Girls
Kingsway Firebirds

we have the energy to finish our
games strongly.
Enjoy the bye next week but we will
see you at practice on Thursday as
usual.
Nick and Ethan

U16’s Boys
Kingsway Leopards

Saturday saw us up against the
Greyhound Pearls on a beautiful sunny
morning perfect for football. We had
high hopes after last weeks win and
were right in the game only narrowly
going down 3-2 in yet another close
game. Both Leila and Sophie scored
for us with Sophie’s goal coming from
a beautiful solo run starting at
halfway, driving down the left wing
into the goal box and slotting the ball
neatly past the keeper – awesome
effort! Leila ran herself into the
ground in an amazing effort and
created a chance to equalise late in
the game with a scintillating run down
the right before cutting the ball back
to Mikah in perfect position in front of
goal. Unfortunately, her shot was
saved but it was exactly the type of
play we have been looking for – keep
it up!
It was great to see the girls passing,
calling and putting all the things we
practice into play and to see how far
their fitness has come which means

Kingsway Leopards 3 vs Kingsway
Buffalos 5
Tough day on the pitch for our boys in
a well fought battle against the
Buffalos.
We started out well, dominating well
in the midfield for the first 20 minutes,
but were denied any scoring
opportunities by a tight Buffalo
defence and some great playing from
the goally playing well off his line in a
deep sweeper role.
The match was a great tussle between
both sides who were keen for the win,
and saw the buffalos up by 2 early, but
then almost a goal for goal battle as
the game progressed, with some
fantastic attacks and nice goals from
both sides.
Our boys worked super hard all game,
with a great passing game, and were
unlucky on a few occasions not to
score, thanks for giving it all you had
boys, but in the end thats football, and
the Buffalos were too strong on the
day.
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Hats off to the Buffalos keeper who
excelled at closing down almost all our
long thru balls, it was some fantastic
defence work, and utlimately, i
believe, won it for them.
To our boys, keep your chins up, and
we will come back stronger next time.
Kingsway Buffalos
Colts
Kingsway Hawks
Kingsway Hawks 1 def by Kingsway
Tigers 3
The first Derby of the season on a
perfect day for football. These
Kingsway Derbies are always keenly
contested by both teams and this one
was no exception. The Hawks once
again started tentatively and were
finding it hard to keep their
composure under the pressure being
applied by the Tigers. That said, it was
the Hawks that opened the scoring
after a quick counterattack from deep
in defence had the ball quickly
through midfield where Rhys laid a
nice early ball out to the right for Cam
who again sliced a damaging ball
across the goal face where Tom made
no mistake in slotting the ball
home. The Hawks lead was short lived
however as the Tigers took advantage
of some generous defending by the
Hawks and brought the scores
level. That goal seemed to lift the
Tigers who, for the remainder of the

first half, were relentless in their
attack on the ball which the Hawks
had no answer. By half time, the
Tigers had scored twice more for a 3-1
advantage. The hawks lifted their
intensity in the second half however
as has been a feature in a number of
our games this season, it was all too
late. The Hawks did manage to put
some good passages of play together
in the second half and created
numerous opportunities without really
threatening the Tigers goals. Whilst
the Hawks worked hard, once again
there was no reward due to a lack of
intensity early in the game. As
mentioned, our goal scorer was Tom
with an even performance from the
team without any stand outs. These
games are difficult to manage as a
coach as for large parts of the game,
the team is playing some really good
football with the positives outweighing the negatives but were are
letting the opposition hurt us during
those lapses so far. To finish on a
positive note, I am really proud of the
way the team has conducted
themselves under difficult
circumstances. Whilst being behind is
never easy, the attitude of the players
in playing the games out to the end
cannot be questioned. It is with this in
mind that I am confident that we can
turn this around and feature
prominently when the whips are
cracking later in the season.
One for All and All for One
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GO HAWKS!!!
Kingsway Tigers
Men’s
Kingsway Raiders
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